Continuum of SGBV risks among Syrian Refugee Women and Girls in Lebanon

SenseMaker®
1422 self-interpreted stories (1346 unique)

Women → ALL first-person stories
Men → Random selection (every fifth story out of 701)

SGBV Across Lifespan

Early Adolescence:
Public (Harassment and Assaults)

Adolescence + Early Adulthood:
Private (Increased EFCM + IPV)

Post Marriage:
Inability to leave violent marriages

SGBV Trends

70/327 Women/Girls Stories included SGBV

“The taxi drivers would harass and catcall any women passing by. Regardless if the woman was with her child, married, or pregnant.”

42/159 Men Stories included SGBV

“I know a Syrian family [...] when one of their daughters was 16 years, she was compelled to work in sinful routes due to the family’s circumstances. She got raped and she worked in prostitution.”

Exploitation